
c o n c r e t e

Our concrete tiles can be installed by any competent professional tiling contractor.
The installation method and process of installing our handmade tiles works the same way
as any general tiling application.

Any experienced tile setter can easily install the concrete tiles.

All the info supplied in this guide should be standard practice for most tiling projects.
For more in-depth information please check the DIY installation guide at www.tal.co.za

Here is a quick guide to ensure the best results.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Check the load bearing capacity of the substrate.
Make sure the wall and plaster surface is structurally sound
and has no loose or brittle areas. Also check for hollow
patches and fill where necessary.

Tiling operations should be carried out in ambient temperature
between 10 and 32 degrees celsius.

For best results the wall surface should be as straight as possible
and not bow or concave more than 3mm per tile length, should
the bow or concave be more it can be corrected with the tile
cement but this will increase the usage of the tile cement and
the difficulty of the installation.
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SURFACE PREPARATION
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There are various cementitious waterproofing systems on the market, the system described
below is the most cost effective method with satisfying results. Feel free to use any other
product as long as its cementitious, to ensure proper adhesion with the tile cement.

Mix the latex bonding additive with any SABS approved cement to form a thick
paint-like consistency slurry, refer to reference below. The bonding additive will make the
mixture sticky in order for it to stick to any surface.

Ensure the surface is clean, dry and free from any surface
contamination. Clean the substrate from all loose particles, debris
and make sure its completely dust free.

On certain surfaces we recommend adding a keycote cementitious
waterproofing coating. This will create a waterproof layer as well
as a cementitious base layer to ensure best adhesion with the tile cement.

Raw Concrete - If the concrete surface is textured and already
waterproofed the keycote step is optional. If the concrete surface is smooth
we recommend applying the keykote steps as per the instructions below.

Plaster - We recommend the plaster to always be textured for better adhesion.
If the plaster is already waterproofed and textured the coating is not needed.

Previously painted surfaces - Chip the wall to create a textured surface, then clean
and remove all loose particles as explained above. Once the keycote coating is
applied it will form a textured cementitious base layer for the tile cement to adhere to.

When applying we recommend the keycote make sure the final finish of the
coating is textured and not smooth.
We recommend using a builders brush and not a roller.
Pro Tip - Use a stiff hair broom on the wet coating to ensure the surface is textured.
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Always use gloves as the slurry will be hard to remove from your hands afterwards.



Cutting of the concrete tiles can be performed with a
handheld angle grinder, with a 1mm small cerated diamond
cutting blade.We recommend a good quality diamond blade
for a clean cut. Cheaper blades tend chip the edges during cutting.
A concrete joint cutter can also be used for cutting the tiles.

FIXING & ADHESIVES

Planning the tile layout is important for the best visual result.
On large surfaces we recommend starting on the most visible side first, then
continue tiling into the corners so cuts remain hidden. For smaller symmetrical
walls start from the centre and work outwards. Plan the layout according to where
the cuts will be this will ensure less wastage and odd sized pieces.

Always begin tiling from the bottom. Always prepare a LEVEL
horizontal support on which the initial row of tiles can be placed during
fixing. Once the tile cement has cured the support can be removed and the
final row below can be installed. Spacing between the tiles can be 0-2mm
depending on desired visual outcome. For exterior projects we recommend
tiles to be installed flush against each other for waterproofing advantages.

Grouting is optional depending on the desired visual outcome.
Apply waterproof grout with care and clean thoroughly with
water once complete. TAL light grey waterproof grout is a close
colour match to our standard concrete grey tile colour.
Acrylic silicone can also be used as long as tiles are masked properly.

When laying the tiles always protect the surface from abrasion and
scratching. Hands and tools must be kept clean when touching and working
with the tiles. We recommend using styrene or foam to protect the tiles from
damage. For the best end result take care of the product during installation.

We recommend always using a good quality tile cement.
On high and narrow walls we recommend using a fast setting tile
adhesive, this should help with the speed of the installation.
The Goldstar series tile adhesive from TAL is a good example of a
good quality fast setting tile cement.
When using more economical tile cement we suggest replacing
5-10% of the water with a latex bond additive for better performance.

For exterior applications at height where health and safety
is a concern you can add fischer plugs and screws to fasten
the tiles to the substrate. We recommend using a 5/6 x 60-80mm
plugs with matching screws. Drill a hole in the centre of the tiles
anchor hole and fasten until level. For a more aesthetically
pleasing look you can countersink the hole slightly.
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Fast installation and easy to correct.

Clean usage for best project results.

For 3D tiles we recommend using a fast setting Hybrid
polymer adhesive which adheres to any dry surface.
Small dots of glue on each of the tile corners will be sufficient
to ensure for strong adhesion, see reference image. A single
tube of glue should be enough for installing 2.5 - 3m2.
Tile cement can also be used please refer to section 3 in this
guide for instructions. We highly recommend using the hybrid
polymer adhesive as it's a much cleaner and faster installation
process.

Planning the tile layout is important for the best visual result.
With our 3D concrete tiles we recommend starting with a full tile on the
left or right side of the staring row this will ensure less cutting and wastage.
The 3D tiles can be applied on to any solid surface, there must be no movement or vibration
of the surface. Make sure the surface is clean and free of dirt or dust before starting with the
installation. For the best end result always take care of the tiles during installation.
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This step is optional but for the best visual results we recommend
painting the wall in the same or similar colour as the tiles.
For example a white background wall with dark tiles is not ideal.
If the wall finish is raw plaster no need to paint as the colour
is neutral. On powdery plaster always apply a bonding liquid before
the application of the tiles.

Always begin tiling from the bottom. Always prepare a LEVEL horizontal
support on which the initial row of tiles can be placed during fixing. Once the
glue has cured the support can be removed and the final row below can be
installed. Important to keep checking the level after each row is installed,
small spacing in between tiles can be used where necessary.

Cutting of the concrete tiles can be performed with a
handheld angle grinder, with a 1mm small cerated diamond
cutting blade.We recommend a good quality diamond blade
for a clean cut. Cheaper blades tend chip the edges during cutting.
A concrete joint cutter can also be used for cutting the tiles.

Use clean gloves at all times to prevent tiles staining and damaging.
Avoid leaving dirty spots on the tiles during installation and clean
any glue residue off the tile face immediately.

Grouting is not needed for the 3D tiles.
When cleaning use only water and a damp cloth, difficult dirty marks can
be remove by adding a small amount of dishwashing liquid to the water.

Avoid using any harsh chemicals or abrasive products as this could damage
the sealers used on the tiles.
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